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Rittal increases automation in enclosure manufacture
By creating a new business unit – Rittal Automation Systems – Rittal is building on its
existing portfolio for panel building and switchgear manufacture. The enterprise is
assuming responsibility for, and expanding, the product range provided by its sister
company Kiesling. The result is a comprehensive one-stop offering, from simple,
manual tools to sophisticated, highly automated machining systems.
Custom-configured solutions are the rule in the manufacture of panels and
switchgear, however they typically require multiple manual steps. Implementing
easily assembled enclosure systems, a wide variety of accessories and intelligent
software solutions enhances efficiency. And, increasingly, manufacturers are placing
greater focus on automation.
“Panel building and switchgear manufacturers are looking for ways to improve
productivity. And they find them in our portfolio. For example, they can leverage the
latest machining technology to increase automation in their value-creation
processes,” explains Michael Mallia, Rittal’s Managing Director for ANZ. Rittal
Automation Systems offers a variety of automation solutions to accelerate individual
manufacturing tasks. These offerings can be scaled to a business’s size, and tailored
to its specific imperatives.
“By incorporating Kiesling into Rittal Automation Systems, we now provide the
machining and handling technology needed for time - and cost-efficient production –
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not only for our own systems, but for switchgear and control systems as well. And all
from a single source,” emphasises Mallia.
Rittal’s Automation Systems portfolio comprises a broad range of products, from
manual tools and material handling systems to fully automated machining centres,
terminal configuration/labelling machines and fully automated panel wiring systems.

About Rittal
Founded in 1961, Rittal has grown to become the largest enclosure manufacturer in
the world, a leader in climate control technology and a provider of complete data
centre infrastructure.
Eight locations across Australia and New Zealand service a wide range of industries
including:
 LV Electrical Switchboards
 Food & Beverage Processing Plants
 Industrial Process Control Systems
 Mining, Oil & Gas Exploration & Processing
 Machine Tool & Equipment Manufacturing
 Computer Processing Equipment
 Data Centres
 Outdoor Signalling & Communication Systems
 Manufacturing Automation Systems
With over 10 000 products, Rittal has the largest range of industrial and IT solutions
supplemented by a vast selection of accessories and modification capabilities. Rittal
provides systems and products together with design, consultation, planning, project
management and post sale service.
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